Hope and love can be your prime lights.  
When the fee of life seems too much to bear,  
Pursue hope and love; they will always be there.

In the hope, it would include the commitment and status of a new day,  
In love, there are all kinds of precise monitors and consultations.  
Together, they make a strong and true shield, not a hypothesis.  
Avoid the brief impulsion to say goodbye to life.

Hope and love can cure the deepest wounds,  
Give me back my courage to live.  
If you feel like you can't afford it,  
Hold on to hope and love.  
They will stop at the range of death.

The idea of my poem is that love has a lot to bear, but hope and love can heal the wounds that life brings. Don't say goodbye to life easily, because hope can bring a lot and love can, also. These provide the courage and reason to live. They can keep you alive. The world will not change because you die, so be your own light! — Amy Xiong